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ABSTRACT
In the last few decades of the twenty-first century there was a great revival in consumer demand
for linen, particularly in the form of apparel fashion products. This trend has continued into the first
decade of the twenty-first century, and promotional activities to increase consumer awareness of the
desirable characteristics of linen have intensified, especially in European countries. Linen is an
expensive fabric when compared to the other fabric types like cotton, viscose, nylon, and polyester. Due
to the complexity of the manufacturing process linen is considered a luxury fabric material. Linen is
manufactured from the flax plant which is taking more time to source it as a raw material for fabric
manufacturing. Therefore the cost of the linen fabric is higher and apparel prices are relatively higher in
cost. Most of the consumers prefer the hand feel of the linen fabric and its comfortability factor. They
also demand the elegant look of the linen fashion apparel too. Therefore even at a higher price,
consumers in Sri Lanka are not reluctant to buy the linen fashion apparel. The climatic changes in Sri
Lanka have also become a significant factor for choose linen fashion apparel. It brings a comfortability
to the wearer in a hot climate. However, In Sri Lanka, linen is consumed by different groups of
consumers who are highly demanding linen fashion apparel. But this demand is not normal. According
to the demand and supply theories, when the price for a particular product rises, the demand for that
particular product falls. However, when considering linen apparel, although the price is higher, demand
does not fall. This study aims to find out factors that caused unusual demand for linen fashion apparel
in Sri Lanka. Factors that influence consumer buying behavior will be discussed. Adopted quantitative
and qualitative research methods used to gather, sort, and analyze data. The research is focused on
female consumers and the age limit is denied in the research.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The popularity of linen fabric has been stimulated by fashion designers and ultimately the
demand for increased quantities of suitable fiber. When considering linen fashion apparel, there
are special reasons which are considered by the consumer. Because the linen is a special fabric
type that is 100% natural fiber that is extracted from the flax plant. The consumers who are
following fashion trends, never reluctant to buy linen fashion apparel with high quality at any
price. The silhouette types created by the linen garments are different from other fabrics. That
is also a special feature that affects the buying decision of a linen consumer. Linen fabric
manufacturing, fiber, and yarn manufacturing affect the higher cost of the fabric. Linen fabric
is having an unchanged demand. The manufacturing process is not as easy as manufacturing
other natural fibers. Therefore the cost of manufacturing is higher due to having a large
advanced process and due to consuming more time.
1. 1. Research problem
When considering the demand and supply theories, normally when the price of a product
rises, the demand for that product falls. That is the common consumer demand for a normal
product. Consumers are not ready to pay a higher price for a product as they get used to paying
a lower price in a period of time for a product. When the price is raised, the consumer changes
to an alternative product at a lower price instead of buying the same product for a higher price.
When considering the linen garments, its demand differs from the so-called demand and supply
principle. It is required to find the reasons for this unusual demand for linen fashion apparel in
Sri Lanka.
1. 2. Objective of the study
The objective of the study is to investigate the reasons for having an unusual demand for
linen fashion apparel in Sri Lankan fashion market. Wearing linen fashion apparel has become
an upcoming trend in Sri Lanka nowadays. Although it has a higher price compared to the
garments produced by cotton fabrics other than linen.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Recently, interest in linen fibers for use in textiles garments has greatly increased due to
the fashion trend shifting from man-made to natural fibers, which has spurred the demand for
high-quality linen garments. Further advantages are that linen is renewable, recyclable, and
biodegradable thereby having an upsurge in its sustainability value [1] Linen is a 100% natural
fabric which comes as an outcome of a long manufacturing process. Linen fiber manufacturing
is not done in Sri Lanka. No one can criticize the greatest value of the linen, because it is the
greatest treasure from nature [2].
Linen is highly costly due to its manufacturing and finishing process. The fabric type is
with the greatest aesthetic and draping properties. Natural fiber gives an excellent hand feels
with freshness. It is much highlighted that linen fabrics are very hygienic and imparts an air of
satisfaction and style to the wearer. Comfortability is the key factor of consumer preference for
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a particular fabric type. Each and every consumer expects to get proper usage for the price they
pay for a garment. Linen fashion apparel has comfortability and has a low weight.
The consumers are more preferred for linen due to its good hand feel and the unique visual
appeal [3]. Linen has the following characteristics such as high moisture absorption, cooling
effect, and good comfort, which helps to regulate the body temperature towards comfort and
wellbeing. These technical aspects which lead to the fabric to give more comfortability for the
wearer. Linen textile became light and the following special features are expected from a linen
fabric by the consumers; a combination of elegance and strength [4]. From that statement, it is
clear that people who are concerned about fashion, love to wear garments with lightweight and
soft hand feels with an elegant look. So linen also with the same qualities. Therefore they pay
any price to buy linen with such good qualities. After the performance of clothing fabric in use
has been satisfied to some extent, consumers seek better-quality, that is, more comfortable
fabrics. Fabric performance in relation to 'better fitting to the human body' is an essential
requirement of clothing materials [5].
The Natural cellulosic fibers were used in the first decade of the twenty-first century,
because of the fashion-oriented markets [6]. Those fabrics are used for both wearing apparel
and household textiles. Among those natural fabrics, age-old linen has the most
environmentally friendly image because of having the following advantages; excellent tensile
properties, high tenacity, good comfort, and appearance. The utilization of linen fabrics is
significantly used in fabric printing. Traditional textile finishing and printing techniques are
used with dyes or pigments. The most commonly used printing technique is screen printing.
These fashionable linen fabrics meet consumers’ demand for high comfort apparel with a good
aesthetic appearance [7].
Linen is the strongest vegetable fiber. Linen does wrinkle easily but also presses easily.
Linen is from flax plant, a fiber taken from the stalk of the plant. The luster is from the natural
wax content. Creamy white to light tan, this fiber can be easily dyed and color does not fade
when washed so linen is a durable fabric. Other than these benefits, linen is a sustainable fabric.
Therefore no harm to the environment [8].
Selection of clothing, clothing comfort and wearer’s attitude
Self is expressed through one’s selection of clothing fabrics and that clothing items play
a role in helping the individual to conform to an ideal self [9]. Consumers prefer to wear
different clothing types depending on the occasion. It is common that a person tries to show his
social status through clothing. It was found that some consumers are prepared to pay higher
prices for products that are branded as designer merchandise [10]. Each person selects clothing
depending on the affordability.
Environmental factors also include when selecting clothing, such as too cold, too hot,
raining, chilled wind, etc. Performance is dominating parameters. Different clothing for
different climatic conditions is a requirement. According to that status, it is clear that when
buying a garment, consumers consider the comfortability and consider the climatic condition
[11]. Fabric strength is another key criterion in fabric selection for garment construction.
Besides, there are many other factors such as price, comfort, color, and appearance [12-13].
The garments made up of linen are more comfortable as they exhibit coolness in hot weather
conditions, the weave and fiber specifications, they are highly absorbent, a good conductor of
heat, provide lower perspiration and good drape as compared to cotton garments [14].
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Factors affecting consumer buying behavior
There are several factors affecting the buying behavior of a consumer. Past studies have
been proven that consumers' perceptions of clothing quality have focused on the concrete
attributes of the products, such as extrinsic or intrinsic cues [15]. The type of fabric or
construction techniques are known as intrinsic cues inherent in the product [16].Consumer
responses reported in previous clothing quality research.[16] Consumers’ expectations of highquality garments were grouped into four categories based on the findings of Hines and O’Neal
(1995) [17].
The lifestyle and occupation are factors that show the social status effects for the buying
decision of a consumer. Consumers who belong to higher social status tend to buy quality
products without considering the prices. They choose quality over quantity [18]. According to
the above status, it is clear that referring to the linen garments, the social status should be the
main reason that consumers are not reluctant to buy a high priced linen garment to show her
social status.
Consumer demand
Consumer demand for apparel products has been widely studied by economic reviewers
and consumer reviewers up to date [19]. The dynamic aspect of consumer demand for apparel
effects of education level, gender, age, and marital status. Studies revealed that demographic
differences measures taste in demand for fashion products [20]. Within the clothing
consumption, the framework is viewed as a semi-durable or durable good.
Process of linen fiber manufacturing
The cultivation of flax plants usually takes about 100 days from the planting of seed up
to the harvesting stage. The agriculture sector in E.U countries has encouraged farmers through
the introduction of subsidies on various non-food crops including flax. The processing of
fibrous raw material and improvements have occurred and seek further developments. The flax
processing techniques have been endeavored to develop by the machinery manufacturers.
Furthermore, they have been given attention to produce novel blends of flax with other fibers
too. There are two of Linum usitatissimum L. have developed: one primarily suited as a source
of fibers (flax) and the other as a source of oil (linseed) [20]
Studies revealed that the production of cotton fabrics requires significantly less energy.
It is essential to have chemical fertilizers and more water into Cotton fiber cultivation.
Therefore cotton fiber cultivation leads to the emission of higher amounts of carbon dioxide
and sulfur dioxide than polyester fibers. The land preparation for the cotton cultivation effect
and leads to soil erosion.
However, using modern technology for cotton cultivation leads to less disturbance of the
soil and conserve the soil. It leads to prevent soil erosion. At present cultivators are using less
land and fewer amounts of insecticides and pesticides. The production of organic cotton does
not use pesticides and synthetic fertilizers. Therefore it causes lower environmental impacts as
compared to conventional cotton.
Cotton fiber production requires more energy. Therefore cultivators tend to produce
biofuel from cotton seeds as a modern strategy to balance the energy requirements of cotton
fiber [20].
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Present scenario of market trend for linen fashion apparel in Sri Lanka
The study revealed that in recent past many designer fashion stores are setting up in
commercial capital which is Colombo. Most items exhibited in the stores are well-fitted, lined
(a plus - no underskirts or slips needed), and come in simple, elegant designs. There are two
types of linen apparel outlets that can be identified. Shops with high-end price levels such as
Brand A, Brand B, Brand C, Brand D, and designer level shops with affordable price level such
as Brand E, Brand F, Brand G, Brand H, and Brand I. These fashion stores adopt a fabric that
has largely been rendered as shapeless, loose-fitting fashion to smart cocktail dresses and trendy
tops that look good while also being very comfy.
The dresses work especially well as office wear. Some of the linen apparels are mostly
sleeveless and end a little bit above the knee. Each piece should be available in a range of
colours blacks and off-whites as well as some bright oranges, greens, and blues. Consumers
demand dark colours for linen pants. They follow US sizing standards. The product category
ranges from about Rs. 4000 (22USD) to Rs. 6000 (32USD) and high-end price range from Rs.
6000 (32USD) and above.
The consumers that could be seen in those shops were more fashion-conscious and always
were demanding the quality and the brands of the apparel. They were valuing the quality over
quantity. Their fashion sense was different. Limited cuts with neat clear finishes are unique to
linen fashion apparel. Consumers were concerned about the finishing of the garment when
buying a linen garment. Sri Lankan linen fashion apparels promote clothing in timeless
silhouettes inspired by the breathtaking colors of the island of Sri Lanka. They had a unique
approach combining modernity and originality and produced export linen clothing for high-end
retailers such as Marks & Spencer, Nike, GAP, Next, Tommy Hilfiger, Perry Ellis, and Echo.

Figure 1. Brand A Linen collection
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Figure 2. Brand B Linen collection

Figure 3. Brand C Linen collection
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Figure 4. Brand D Linen collection

Shops with affordable price levels
The garments of these shops were affordable to middle-level consumers. Prices of the
linen fashion apparels were between Rs. 1500 (8USD) – 6000 (32USD). Those consumers were
demanding linen compared with other type of fabrics like cotton and polyester. Other than
paying a small price for a garment like that, they are preferred to buy a linen garment by paying
a higher price. But they are concerned about the price when compared to the high- end
consumers. Besides they are also fashion conscious and trendy.

Figure 5. Brand F Linen collection
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Figure 6. Brand E Linen collection

Figure 7. Brand G Printed Linen collection
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Figure 8. Brand H Linen collection

Figure 9. Brand I Linen collection

4. MATERIALS AND METHODS
4. 1. Research Resources
Primary Sources
The present research has conducted during January 2019 – January 2020 and adopted
both a qualitative and quantitative approach to achieve the objective that is to identify the
reasons for having an unusual demand for linen fashion apparel in Sri Lankan fashion market.
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In order to achieve the objective successfully, research sources, research procedures, and
validity of the research are explored. Data were gathered through both qualitative and
quantitative methods. For this purpose, visits were made to selected high-end fashion outlets
and middle-range designer fashion outlets in vicinities of Colombo (Commercial capital of Sri
Lanka) area offering high-quality linen apparel fashion to observe the available product
categories, brands, fabrics, price ranges, finishing methods and silhouette designs at each outlet.
Semi-structured interviews with consumers who consume Sri Lankan linen fashion apparel that
catered to the high-end market and designer level middle level linen apparel were carried out
to acquire an understanding of the unusual demand for linen fashion apparel from the
consumer’s perspective. There were 120 closed-ended questionnaires conducted to identify the
perception of the consumers on the current linen apparel fashion market. These groups of
consumers were identified through social media (Facebook and WhatsApp).
Secondary sources
In order to collect relevant data, many secondary sources were referred. Web sources used
to acquire published research journal articles were read. The validity of the research was
confirmed by using a wide variety of literature by cross-referring data together. Books, journals,
websites, visual data such as pictures and charts, and in order to support these data
questionnaires and discussions were carried out with relevant persons. By using this variety of
sources lots of facts were explained and supportive information was gathered. Some of the
information gathered from interviews has been cross-referred with literature. Some of the
secondary data were cross-referred with linen fashion apparel images taken from outlets.
Originality/value
The findings will be useful for the Sri Lankan linen fashion apparel producers, consumers
as well as retailers as they will have a better understanding of the selection of linen fabric and
aesthetic preferences but also the overall shopping preferences of especially linen fashion
apparel loving women. This will help them to develop marketing strategies to cater to this Sri
Lankan niche market segment, as currently there is no documented information on consumer
demand for linen fashion apparel in Sri Lankan women’s clothing preferences.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structured interviews conducted for two groups, regular consumers who are often
consuming linen fashion apparel and randomly selected consumers from different fields who
also consume linen fashion apparel. Their age was denied. There were 30 selected regular
consumers who are often consuming linen fashion apparels and there were 10 randomly
selected consumers from the fields including government teachers from Colombo,
undergraduates, and assistant managers from the private working sector. The Education
Ministry of Sri Lanka has introduced a suitable maternity linen dress in 2018 by a ministry
circular no 21/2018. There were 120 closed-ended questionnaires conducted through google
form among the female age range of 18 - 45 years. And there were 90 respondents who are in
demand of wearing linen garments. The sample questions included age categories, reasons for
wearing linen apparel, occasions, preferred silhouettes, preferred prices, fashionability of linen
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apparel, printed motifs on linen, and suitability of linen for maternity wear were presented to
the consumers with separate multiple choices of answers and checkbox options. (Regular
consumers, random consumers, and closed-ended questionnaires).Randomly selected consumer
groups considered 100% moisture absorption considering tropical climate, 95% good cooling
effect, 90% simple elegance of silhouette, 95% lightweight, and 75% range of colour palette.
Among the demanded point highlighted there was demanded factor was comfortability.
They also would love to wear linen fashion apparel for working places and Universities.
They disposed of Rs. 1500-4000 (9 USD – 23 USD) for linen apparels. They do shop for Linen
& Life, Tropic of Linen, and Cherry. According to the random interviews with consumers, most
of them preferred to wear linen garments as casual wear. They think that the simple look is well
matched for casual usage. They thoroughly considered comfortability and the simplicity
(100%) of the dress form. Consumers prefer linen office wear too. Office wear should be worn
for a longer period and requires good moisture absorption.

Price preference of regular consumers
60%

50%

40%
Rs.4000-6000

30%

Above Rs.6000
20%

10%

0%
Rs.4000-6000

Above Rs.6000

Figure 10. Price preference (Regular consumers)

Figure 10 shows the data gathered from regular consumers who are demanding linen
apparel. According to that, the consumers are ready to pay a high-end price for linen apparel. It
is clear that they have not cared about the price when it comes to linen, which means they
choose quality over quantity.
According to Figure 11, regular consumers are highly concerned about the comfortability
of linen apparel. 85% of the respondents are demanding the cooling effect and the elegant look
given by the linen apparel. Also, a considerable amount of consumers are caring about the linen
color palette.
Figure 12 shows the price preference for mid-range regular consumers. According to the
gathered data, 65% of consumers are paying 4500 (22 USD) rupees for linen fashion apparel.
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Reasons for demanding linen - Regular consumers
120%

100%

80%
Comfortability
Cooling effect

60%

Elegant look
Color palette

40%

20%

0%
Comfortability Cooling effect

Elegant look

Color palette

Figure 11. Selection of reasons (Regular consumers)

Mid price preference - Regular consumers
70%
60%
50%
40%
Rs.1500-3000
Rs3100-4500

30%
20%
10%
0%
Rs.1500-3000

Rs3100-4500

Figure 12. Price preference (Regular consumers)
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Price preference - random consumers
60%

50%

40%
Rs.1500-3000

30%

Rs.3200-4500
20%

10%

0%
Rs.1500-3000

Rs.3200-4500

Figure 13. Price preference (Random consumers)

Figure 13 shows the price preference of the random consumers. There were 55% paid the
maximum price for linen fashion apparel.
Reasons for demanding linen - Random consumers
120%

100%

80%
Comfortability
Cooling effect

60%

Elegant look
Color palette

40%

20%

0%
Comfortability Cooling effect

Elegant look

Color palette

Figure 14. Reasons - consuming linen apparels (Random consumers)
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100% of the random consumers are highly concerned on the comfortability and also 85%
are demanding the cooling effect and elegant look of linen fashion apparel. 78% consider linen
color palette (Figure 14).
Age category
70%
60%
50%
40%

18-25
26-35

30%

36-45
20%
10%
0%
18-25

26-35

36-45

Figure 15. Linen lovers

Figure 15 shows 90 responses received from the Google questionnaire survey out of 120.
90 respondents interested in linen apparel. They belong to to18-45 age females. This shows that
females of 18-25 are the most linen fashion apparel lovers and it is about 60%. 25% of females
from 26-35 age and 15% of 36-45 age category also prefer for linen apparels.
Occasions
100%
90%
80%
70%

Casual

60%

Office

50%

Resort

40%

Lounge

30%

Occasional

20%
10%
0%
Casual

Office

Resort

Lounge

Figure 16. Occasions
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This graph shows all the respondents (regular consumers, consumers of the random
sample, and google questionnaire survey respondents 18-45) preference for occasions wear
linen fashion apparel. 90% preferred linen for casual wear and for the occasional wear.
Linen silhouettes
90%
80%
70%
60%
Loose fitted dress

50%

Loose fitted blouse

40%

Tight trousers
30%

Loose fitted trousers

20%
10%
0%
Loose fitted
dress

Loose fitted
blouse

Tight trousers

Loose fitted
trousers

Figure 17. Types of linen silhouettes

Price preference
90%
80%
70%
60%
Rs.2500-3000

50%

Rs.3000-4500
40%

Rs.4500-6000

30%

Above Rs.6000

20%
10%
0%
Rs.2500-3000

Rs.3000-4500

Rs.4500-6000 Above Rs.6000

Figure 18. Price levels
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There is 80% of the respondents preferred linen fashion apparel for office wear. 76%
preferred linen apparel for resort wear Very few consumers do like to wear lenen apparel for
lounge wear, that is about 5%. These results give an indication of that linen fashion apparel
acquired demand for the range of occasions and casual wear and occasional wear as the most
preferable linen fashion apparel.
85% of respondents are interested in wearing loosely fitted dress silhouettes. 80% of
respondents like to wear loosely fitted blouses and loose fitted trousers. Among them 5%
consume tight linen trousers. This reveals that consumers much love to wear loosely fitted linen
fashion apparels (Figure 17).
This Figure 18, shows the respondents are not much cared about the price. Because 80%
of the respondents are ready to pay above Rs 3500 and Rs 6000 (USD 30) for a linen garment.
79% consumers pay Rs. 2500-3000 (14 USD - 16 USD). This reveals that the linen consumers
are more concerned about the quality of the fabric more than its price.

Suitability of a linen apparel as a maternity wear.
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
Suitable

50%

Not suitable

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Suitable

Not suitable

Figure 19. Linen maternity dress for government teachers

According to Figure 19 shows that, 95% of respondents were like to wear linen maternity
dresses which were introduced by the Education Ministry of Sri Lanka. These results show that
linen maternity apparel is suitable for task orientation. A pregnant teacher in the Sri Lankan
education system is to engage in teaching activities for nearly 5 hours per day. These results
show that linen apparel is suitable for a better task orientation as well.
These results show that 90% of the respondents demand simple but elegant linen fashion
apparel. About 65% think that linen fashion apparel is having moderate look. There were 20%
think that linen fashion apparels have fashionable look.
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Fashionability
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%

High fashionable

50%

Moderate

40%

Simple but elegant

30%
20%
10%
0%
High fashionable

Moderate

Simple but elegant

Figure 20. Fashionability

Preference for printed linen apparel
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%

Prefered

40%

Not prefered

30%
20%
10%
0%
Prefered

Not prefered

Figure 21. Preference for printed linen apparel

Figure 21 shows the preference for printed linen apparel in Sri Lanka. According to the
data analysis, most of the consumers like printing as value additions which shows a percentage
of 80%.
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Demand for linen printed designs
90%
80%
70%
60%
Printing(Flora & fauna)

50%

Geometric shapes

40%

Typography
30%

Animal prints

20%
10%
0%

.

Printing(Flora Geometric
& fauna)
shapes

Typography Animal prints

Figure 22. Preference on print motifs

Linen fashion consumers prefer printed decorated linen apparel too. Figure 22 shows a
variety of printed linen apparel availability in the market. According to the data analysis, it
showed that 80% prefer flora and fauna motifs and 75% of consumers prefer typography and
animal motifs while 70% prefer geometric motifs. High demand is shown towards printing with
flora and fauna. Geometric motifs are not much preferable on linen apparel.

6. RECOMMENDATIONS
It is clearly visible that consumers show more attention to merchandise linen fashion
apparel for casual wear and for office wear too. There is a tendency that some of the consumers
who work in the private sector are wearing linen fashion apparel for cocktails and other
functions as occasional wear. The pregnant school teachers were recommended to wear linen
maternity dresses during pregnancy. The linen maternity wears recommended by a circular that
was released by the Ministry of Education is still in effect. Therefore it is recommended to
establish fashion outlets controlled by the Ministry of Education in every district only catering
for pregnant teachers who seek to consume ministry recommended linen maternity apparel.
According to the findings, there is an emerging tendency in Colombo for all ages of many
women towards consuming linen fashion apparel. There is another tendency for working
women to participate in many types of occasions and parties. Therefore, introducing a new line
of special linen occasional wear in the fashion market is recommended. It is also revealed that
printing motifs on linen fashion apparel are in vogue these days. Therefore it can be
recommended that linen fashion apparels produce designers that must be paid attention to select
printed linen which has a variety of flora and fauna since Sri Lanka is a beautiful country that
has tropical beauty comprises of a variety of plants and fauna.
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It is recommended that Sri Lankan textile manufacturers would pay more attention to
produce printed linen with flora and fauna. The research reveals that most of the consumers
ignore the price level, so it is recommended to produce different styles of linen fashion apparel
by using different types of linen fabric which follows world.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The study was conducted to explore the reasons for substantial-high demand for linen
fashion apparel consuming by the consumers who live commercial capital Colombo. The study
intended to identify the types of informational cues used by consumers when buying linen
apparel in Sri Lanka. The rapidly increasing buying behavior for the linen apparel by the
consumers intensifies high demand in Sri Lanka.
Due to rapid awareness of emerging fashion trends in linen fashion apparel in the world,
especially those consumers who live in the commercial capital in Sri Lanka, Colombo follows
current fashion trends. It is also revealed that there are so many emerging fashion outlets catered
linen fashion apparel by targeting particular levels of consumers. By following western fashion
trends they happen to produce different women’s wear under certain concept themes. Sri Lanka
as a large garment export country to the world fashion markets in US and UK brands and
concentrating sustainability from the concept development process throughout the entire
production as well as the end-use, this fashion boom for linen is significant. The questionnaire
survey proves that consumers of all levels are willing to accept linen fashion apparel based on
unique features of linen fashion apparel. Ideally, they preferred a timelessly fashionable look,
comfortable, well loose-fitting, and good quality linen fashion apparel. Therefore, the necessity
for introducing many concepts for producing novel designs was emphasized by designers while
keeping sustainability in the entire concept of the production process. Therefore, it can be
concluded that high demand is for linen fashion apparel in Sri Lanka.
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